HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY, BIOL 2420 SPRING 2019

Lab Time: Thursday 9:00 - 10:50 AM
Location: Reeves 234
Instructor: Chase Maddock LAT, ATC, CCRP
Office: I do not have an office. Direct contact should be scheduled prior to lab and can be arranged
Email: chasemaddock@gmail.com Or please use Canvas. I will receive emails directly for any messages sent via Canvas.
This ensures your message is responded to promptly.
Office Hours: Please contact me by Canvas/Email to arrange a meeting.
Textbook: There is NO required textbook for the lab. Files needed can be found on Canvas.
Grading: There will be 10 lab exercises and a single lab exam. Labs are worth 10 points each week; 5 for
attendance/participation and 5 for pre-lab worksheets. Your lowest lab score will be automatically dropped by Canvas
and will not count toward your grade. If a lab is missed, for any reason, that lab score (zero) will be dropped.
NO MAKE-UP LABS ARE AVAILABLE
Your final letter grade will be determined by the total number of accumulated points from the labs, assignments, and
final lab exam.
Labs are NOT recorded or posted to Panopto or Canvas.
10 Labs = 100 possible points
Lab Exam = 50 possible points
Extra credit = Points will be available on final exam
Safety Agreement: The only assignment required for the course is the electronic safety agreement found on canvas with
Lab 1.
Lab Material: All lab worksheets with lab protocols are found under “Modules” on Canvas, click “Labs” and the listed
labs with the weeks required materials can be downloaded and brought to lab.
Attendance: You MUST ATTEND LAB to obtain participation points. Pre-labs submitted without attendance WILL count
toward your grade as long as they are submitted when class begins (In other words, pre-labs submitted after lab will not
count towards your grade).
If there are other commitments that conflict with your ability to attend the scheduled lab times, you are responsible to
make arrangements to be present during class.
Final Exam: A cumulative exam worth 50 points will be administered the last week of lab. A formal and written review
will be provided. This will include extra credit that will count toward your final lab grade.
The Standard USU grading scheme that will be used to determine your final grade is the same as the class.

